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Tangram 2022 Crack, a composite software framework for developing business applications,
provides a powerful set of tools and components to reduce coding and testing time. Its objective is to
make software development easier. Project Features: • Tangram is a rich, powerful and extensible
framework for rapid application development and maintenance. • Application development can be
handled in a single framework rather than multiple frameworks like MFC/MS Foundation/ADO/COM.
• Tangram provides the functionality of Win32 API, VB6, COM and ASP. • Tangram is based on the
Microsoft.NET technology platform, therefore it can be easily integrated with ASP, ASP.NET and
COM. • Tangram is a complete product, no dependencies on other software components are
required. • Tangram can be used for developing the end-user application. • Tangram provides
advanced GUI components and tools for creating sophisticated GUIs. • Tangram is open source and
free. Package Features: • Tangram provides a complete set of C++ and VB.NET components
including ActiveX controls and user controls. • Tangram includes an integrated development
environment for creating software modules, combining them with each other, and providing them to
end users. • Tangram provides tools and components for database connectivity, server connectivity
and accessing data over web services. • Tangram allows for asynchronous call and callback. •
Tangram supports the MS.NET framework. • Tangram is available for Free Download. Support
Requirements: • Technical Support: Tangram Technical Support is available free of charge via e-
mail, phone and online. • Maintenance: Tangram products are available with maintenance contracts
(service and support) and/or customized maintenance agreements. Contact us for more information.
• Customization: Customers may customize their products. Contact us for details. Tangram is a
software development framework based on MFC, using COM and.NET technique, integrating VBA. It
can minimize coupling between software modules, making the software more extensible and flexible.
Main idea is: dividing software into different modules according business logic, assembling the
modules into a complete system by congif file. Use Tangram wizard to create software frame,
different developer implement different function, and combine the functions according requirement.
Tangram Description: Tangram, a composite software framework for developing business
applications, provides a powerful set of tools and components to reduce coding and testing time. Its
objective is to make software development easier.
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What's New in the?

Tangram is a software development framework based on MFC, using COM and.NET technique,
integrating VBA. It is a framework and uses advanced COM technology, simplified developers
writing complex applications, also can simplify team writing software, so that all people can just
focus on the business, rather than spend lots of time in the programming for, while Tangram can
also be called.NET COM server. The framework is suitable for a variety of users, including
professional and novice developers. Main idea is: dividing software into different modules according
business logic, assembling the modules into a complete system by configuration file. Use Tangram
wizard to create software frame, different developer implement different function, and combine the
functions according requirement. Tangram is based on.NET 4.0 and managed COM, users can also
use the same functions and methods as the native.NET, it can reduce system resources costs,
improve efficiency, and improve development flexibility. Main feature: 1. Integrated with the Visual
Basic 6.0. It can reduce system resources consumption, improve efficiency, and improve
development flexibility. 2. TANGRAM and MFC are used in the framework, and it is a Visual Studio
6.0 and VC++ 6.0 compatible. 3. Supports separate programming of different developer, which
realizes the division of business logic. 4. It is a framework, no programming language is required,
only needs to use the wizard to create various functions. 5. Supports.NET and COM, user-level
management of the COM part is available. 6. Using Tangram wizard to create various software
frame. 7. For each module can run in a different process, so that there is no influence on each other.
8. The features of.NET can be accessed, such as Data Structure, Collections, and.NET Data Stream,
to reduce the development cost and enhance the application. 9. The.NET Framework 4.0 is used,
using methods of this framework, users can access to all the features of the framework, which can
greatly improve the efficiency and flexibility of the application. 10. It provides the class and event
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model to interact with COM, does not require programming in multiple language. 11. Tangram can
use the same methods of the.NET Framework as the native, instead of using different languages to
develop the program. 12. Tangram is in the frame for.NET and COM, provides the user-level
management of COM part. 13. The framework supports the mixed development, and the developer
can use Visual Studio 6.0 and VC++ 6.0 to complete the development. 14. The framework supports
the generation of source code, eliminating the need to program in other languages. 15. Different
module is isolated from each other, and there is no interference between the modules. 16. It
supports the development of multiple modules, thus to



System Requirements:

The game requires a computer running Windows 7 or above with at least 4 GB of RAM and a
processor running at least 3.0 GHz. You will also need a stable internet connection as the game will
require regular updates. FAQ: Do I need a browser for the game? No, the browser is not required,
you just need an up to date Windows 7 or Windows 8.1 installation. How do I play the game? You will
first need to download the game client from the above link. You will then
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